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Novel Impact Ionization Model for Device Simulation
Using Generalized Monent Conservation Equations

Ken-ichiro SONODAI Mitsuru YAMAJI, Ker{i TANIGUCHI, and Chihiro HAMAGUCHI

Depattment of Electronic Engineedng, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka, 565 Japatr

Impact ionization (I.I.) phenomenon in inhomogeneoua electric field is modeled using second- and fourth-order
momente of a dietribuiion function, which a,re average energy and average Equare energy, respectively. The model
predicts the I.I. coefrcient in both increasing and decreasing electric field regione, which appear in the vicinity of
the drain of MOSFET'e, better than the conventional field- or energy-dependent model. A conservation equation
for the fourth-order moment is derived from the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE), which ie combined with
hydrodynamic model equations to give generalized momeut equatione. These equations are solved to uee the new LI.
model il practical device simulation. The validity of the new I.I. model, incorporated with the generalized moment
coneervation equations, is certified by compa,ring the calculated generation rate in a,n n*nn* structure with that
from Monte Carlo simulation, in which the BTE and the Poisson equation are solved eelf-consietently. The new I.I.
model ie aleo applied to the calculation of I.I. generation rate in an n-channel MOSFET.

1. INTRODUCTION

Device degradation caused by hot carriers has been
main concern from.the reliability point of view. Because
secondary-generated carriers created by impact ioniza-
tion (I.I.) have great influence on the degradation of gate
oxide, accurate modeling of LI. is necessary.

As a probability of an I.I. process depends on kinetic
energy of a carrier, an I.I. coefficient, which means the
number of ionization events per unit length, is deter-
mined by energy distribution function of carriers. The
I.I. coefficient has been conventionally expressed as a
function of electric fieldl). In homogeneous electric field,
it is reasonable to use the electric field to calculate the
coefficient because there exists one-to-one relationship
between electric field and the shape of distribution func-
tion.

In spatially varying electric field, which is the case

in real devices, the energy distribution does not reach
the state which corresponds to the local electric field,
and the ionization coefficient is no longer expressed by
the local electric field alone. In this case, it is more
appropriate to use average energJr2) rather than electric
field to formulate impact ionization phenomena.

In the past few years, it has been pointed out3,a)
that the average energy is still insufficient to describe
the nonlocal nature of the I.I. phenomenon in strongly
non-uniform electric field, which is commonly appears
in modern scaled-down devices.

We propose an I.I. model which is formulated using
second- and fourth-order morlents of distribution func-
tion for precise description of I.I. in inhomogeneous elec-
tric field. The second- and fourth-order moments are

average energy and average square energy, fespectively.
A set of model equations for carriel' transport is also
presented to perform practical device simulation with
the I.I. model.

*On leave from ULSI Laboratory, Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation.

2. IMPACT IONIZATION MODEL

For the purpose of the investigation of the I.I. phe-

nomena in inhomogeneous field, we use the Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation program with analytical multi-valley
band structure, in which scattering rates 5) and the im-
pact ionization rate 6) as a function of electron energy
are implemented.

Calculated average energy, (t), and impact ioniza-
tion coefficient, c, in the inhomogeneous electric field
(FiS. 1(a)) are shown in Figs. 1(b) and (d), respectively
((.4) means I eYan/ [ f dk hereafter.). These figures
show that the impact ionization coefficient is uniquely
determined from neither electric field nor average enersr
in spatially varying electric field.

Energy distribution functions in the field increasing
or decreasing regions are plotted in Fig. 2. In the field
increasing region (point A in Fig. 1), the distribution
function shows steep decline in the high energy range.
On the other hand, the distribution function at point B,
where the field is decreasing, extends to higher energy
range in spite of the same average energy at point A.
The different shape of the distribution functions make it
difficult to express the ionization coefficient as a function
of average energy only.

In order to evaluate impact ionization more precisely,
we use a fourth-order moment of the distribution func-
tion (e2), in addition to second-order moment (e). The
fourth-order moment is,parameterized in a normalized
form, g = tffi11e7. The facto, 1ffi is intro
duced so as to € - 1 when the distribution function is
Maxwellian. Figure 1(c) shows the parameter, {, cal-
culated using MC simulation. The figure shows that (
starts to increase where the field decreases, which means
that the high energy tail of the distribution function re-
mains in spite'of the rapid decrease of electric field.

Figure 3 shows calculated ionization coefficient for
several field profiles as a function of the inverse of the
average energy with several {'s as a parameter. The fig-
ure shows that ionization coefficient, a, is expressed as
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Fig. I Results of Monte Carlo simulation at a given
electric field profile. (a) Electric field (increases expo-
nentially and decreases linea,rly), (b) Average energy,
(.) € = 1frffi1@), (d) Impact ionization coeffi-
cient.

aeexp(-€"/(t|) at a given {, where as is constant and
e. depends on (. A slope of the l/(e)-log a plot is shown
in Fig. 4 as a function of the parameter, {. From this
ngure' ""'::",:Jru#;' - -"':l

\ \c) )

This model equation, depending on the parameter {,
gives different value of a even at same average energy.

3. MOMENT CONSERVATTON EQUATTONS

Both second-order mornent, (e), and fourth-order one,
(e2), are required to use the new LI. model (1) in device
simulation. The fourth-order ruoment is nurnerically cal-
culated from the conservation equation for (e2) incorpo-
rated in the hydrodynamic rnoclelT'8). The conservation
equations derived from the Boltzmann transport equa-
tion (BTE) are

Y.(n(ue')) = -2qE'^s -,,€P - tJ1,,y Q)
' \€')
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Fig. 2 Energy distribution functions at points A and B
in Fig. 1 where the average energy (r) = 1.1eV. The dot-
ted curve means Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution func-
tion for the same average energy.
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FiS. 3 Impact ionization coefficient as a function of
inverse average energy for different { values. Dashed
lines are obtained from least square fit to the data. Solid
line indicates the ionization coefficient in homogeneous
electric field.

n(uezl - rlu") ! (t*l! kT" -' ")= ft;5 ('"1 4- t"r'<"))'(s)
where u is the group velocity of an electron, -E is the
electric field, J = -qn(rr) is the electric current density,
S = n(ue) is the energy flux, (e2)p is the fourth-order
moment at thermal equilibriurn, Up",, is the net loss rate
of (e2) due to generation-recombination process, r1a1 is
the relaxation time of (A), p is the electron mobility, and
7" is the electron temperature defined by 3kT"12 = (e).
The parameters, rG2l = 0.29ps, r(ue2l/r(ul = 0.59 are
extracted from MC simulation in homogeneous electric
field. These parameters are almost independent on elec-
tric field or average energy.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to verify the new I.I. model, the I.I. gen-
eration rate, G11, in an n* nn* structure is calculated
using the moment conservation equations with differ-
ent I.I. models. They are compared with MC result in
Figs. 5(a) and (b). Parameters used in the I.I. mod-
els are calibrated to provide the same I.I. coefficient
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Fig. 6 Impact ionization generation rate at the drain
junction of an n-channel MOSFET at Va = 3V, and
Vs = t.4V with two I.I. models. The mark 'x' indicates
the point of the maximum generation rate. The gate
length is lprm (1 < " < 2p ). The Si-SiOz interface
liesatU=L.0p*.

ventional (average energy dependent) model. In spite of
the same order of magnitude of the calculated substrate
current for these two models, the new model suggests
I.I. events occur frequently farther away from the Si-
SiO2 interface.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed the I.I. model using second- and fourth-
order moments of the distribution function, which is ap-
plicable for inhomogeneous electric field. The model
combined with the generalized moment conservation
equations makes it possible to predict the I.I. generation
rate precisely in practical device simulation. The valid-
ity of the new model with the conservation equations
was verified through the comparison with MC simula-
tion in the n*nn* structure.
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Fig. 5 Calculated electric field and impact ionization
rate in an n*nn* structure (r* = 2 x L017cm-3, n =
5 x 1015cm-t). Applied voltage is 5V. (a) Electric field,
(b) Impact ionization generation rate.

obtained from MC simulation in homogeneous electric
field. In the MC simulation, the BTE and the Poisson
equation are solved self-consistently.

The calculated results with the local I.I. coefficient,
o(E\, overestimate maximum I.I. rate nearly one order
of magnitude. Moreover, it underestimates the gener-
ation rate in the field decreasing region. Although the
maximum I.I. rate is improved with 

"((e)), 
in which o

is expressed as a function of average energy only, the
model still underestimates Grr in the field decreasing
region. In contrast with the previous two models, the
new model (a((e),{)), provides the correct generation
rate, which agrees with the MC result over the whole
region.

The moment conservation equations are also applica-
ble to two- or three-dimensional problems. The calcu-
lated I.I. generation rate in an n-channel MOSFET is
shown in Fig. 6 and compared with the result of a con-
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